Passionate
about
people
and furniture
porta Group

This is our home
The porta name is a landmark and a mission

Just as the River Weser has forged its way from the highlands down to the plains of
northern Germany, thereby creating Porta Westfalica, porta blazes its own trail to the
people in various regions and countries.
porta adapts itself to the distinctive features of the region in order to establish its
roots. The fresh wind of change provides both security and stability, just like the low
mountain ranges surrounding Porta Westfalica.

Editorial

We are a family business. This means that we have
established a stable foundation over more than 50 years,
guaranteeing healthy growth in a highly competitive
market.
“Passionate about people and furniture” - our motto is the
driving force behind the group‘s success. After all, the
people build the foundations that support the company.
The interaction between our managers and employees,
our customers and partners is based on fairness and trust
and is what makes our company strong.
Our ancestors, Wilhelm Fahrenkamp and Hermann Gärtner,
established a solid foundation based on mutual trust for us.
And we are very grateful to them. With great courage and a
strong will, they laid the cornerstone for what we are now
continuing in the second generation.
As the owner families, we provide a guarantee of
independence, continuity and the healthy growth of our
family business.

“I feel personally responsible for the people involved in our
group – both employees and customers.”
Birgit Gärtner

“Sharing is in our genes. Like our fathers before us,
we share the same success.”
Achim Fahrenkamp

porta Group
A strong association of furniture brands

porta – the basis of the group

The group employs over 8,000 people in total, working in more than 22 porta
furniture stores, three Möbel Hausmann stores, over 100 Boss Möbel stores and 19
ASKO Group furniture stores in the Czech Republic and Slovakia, as well as in four
main warehouses.

ASKO – appealing to people who want to
make a difference
Boss Möbel – furniture expertise and
team spirit

Hausmann – a jewel in porta’s crown

Resources of the group:
• An independent and financially solid parent
company dating back more than 50 years,
with a high proportion of equity capital and
ownership of land and property
• Owns more than 140 of its stores
• Values: service and reliability, responsibility
and trust
• High level of management expertise with a
management committee made up of owners
and managers outside the family
• Efficient teams made up of committed
employees and a well-coordinated single
source process chain, from purchasing to
sales and including logistics
• Modern stores, with and without restaurants,
offering an attractive product range and run
by experienced managers

The key to our corporate culture
New store openings are a key
component of porta’s corporate
culture. After all, these reflect the great
cohesion of the company: experienced
staff and managers from other stores
are there to support the new team.
With just eight months between the
start of construction and opening, porta
builds its stores, covering a surface area
of more than 35,000 square metres, in
record time.
Unique in the furniture industry:
store openings are celebrated with
a big family party – as a thank you to
staff, suppliers, building contractors,
architects and the city hall. The
handing over of a large key is symbolic,
demonstrating that porta has found
the key to the hearts of its employees,
customers and the city and is firmly
establishing itself in the region. And so,
both porta and the region benefit in
equal measure.

porta The basis of the group
For more than 50 years, the porta brand has stood for trust, reliability and
friendliness. More than 22 porta stores make up a solid base.
In 1965, the foundation stone for the group was laid in Porta
Westfalica-Barkhausen, when Wilhelm Fahrenkamp and Hermann Gärtner set
up the parent company porta Möbel.
Our corporate values are performance and expertise, a high level of personal
responsibility and cooperation and these have been cherished and further
developed by our employees for generations.

“Humanity, expertise and
energy are really important at porta.

And these values will continue to drive us forward.”
Andreas Meier, Head of Purchasing

Toscana restaurants
Porta restaurants are a world apart, with their
Segafredo espresso bars, where around 400 staff
take care of food and drinks for customers and
employees. And so contemporary dishes served
in a warm atmosphere become a culinary
highlight of any visit to a porta store. From
moonlight shopping to new store openings, the
catering at Toscana is part of the experience to
ensure satisfied customers all-round!

portalino children’s clubs
As a family-run business, porta knows all about
family values. That’s why adults and children
alike can really get the most out of a visit to a
porta store.

Boss Möbel

Furniture expertise and team spirit
New paths into the future: with around 100 stores all over Germany, Boss
Möbel is turning into a cult discount model for both young and old. With an
average of five new store openings a year, Boss is enjoying a healthy
expansion strategy.
The first discount store opened in Hanover in 1982. Boss Möbel began
expanding into former East Germany in 1990, impressing the people in the
newest German states with its furniture expertise and team spirit.
Having amassed 35 years’ experience, in 2017 Boss Möbel offers quality with
a modern charm and yet still manages to stand by its low prices.

“You have to experience Boss.
A piece of Boss becomes a part of you.”
Hubertine Zehn, Office/checkout staff

Hausmann

A jewel in porta’s crown
How can a parent possibly be younger than its offspring? Celebrating two
anniversaries in one year: 50 years of porta and 90 years of Möbel Hausmann
in 2015. With its stores in Bergheim and Gremberghoven, Möbel Hausmann
rounds off the porta Group in the Cologne and Hanover areas.
Founded in 1925 by Josef Hausmann, still today Möbel Hausmann maintains
its values of quality and tradition. In 1999, Hausmann was taken over by the
porta Group.
Möbel Hausmann is defined by a pronounced familiar and personal corporate
culture, thanks to its own history and the manageable dimension of three
stores. Staff highly appreciate the fact that they work in a company with a
heart and traditional values – and customers feel the same way.

“Hausmann is self-sufficient,

as is reflected in the fact that the name has not been changed.

porta gives us a huge amount of potential

and yet at the same time, we are able to maintain our autonomy.”
Reiner Wirtz, Store Manager in Bergheim

ASKO Appealing to people who want to

make a difference

ASKO NÁBYTOK, with six stores in Slovakia, and ASKO NÁBYTEK, with 13 stores
in the Czech Republic, are the forerunners for further expansion outside
Germany.
Founded at the start of the 1990s, ASKO rapidly developed into the largest furniture
dealer in the Czech market. The porta Group recognised this potential and acquired
AZKO in 2011.
ASKO has a high level of expertise in international business. ASKO appeals to
people who want to make a difference.

“A fascinating and promising constellation – with porta as the
anchor and ASKO offering its own recipe for success.”
Roman Schanner, Head of Sales

Logistics

A Corlette for every customer
Four logistics centres – in Frechen, Sietzsch, Porta Westfalica-Vennebeck and
Trebbin – provide a total of some 200,000 square metres of storage space and
supply more than 25 furniture stores, also offering their own trades in, for
example, joinery, paint shop, upholstery and tailoring. Alongside our stores,
the logistics centres and their staff are the group’s visiting cards. The saying “A
Corlette for every customer” reflects the self-image of the logistics staff: they
make a last impression on the customers and give them the benefit of their
specialist expertise.

“Our technology is state-of-the-art.

Many years of experience in transporting and assembling furniture ensure
our high level of technical expertise.”
Jürgen Ahnefeld, Head of Logistics

History “Local boys” set up a

company

It all started with a passion for furniture. Performance
and

expertise,

combined

with

trust,

reliability,

friendliness, honesty, fairness, care and helpfulness,
came together to turn an idea into a successful company.
Still today, porta’s welfare is a matter that is close to its
owners’ hearts. porta’s roots are in the strong partnership
between its two founders, Hermann Gärtner and Wilhelm
Fahrenkamp, who steadfastly held on to their belief in
their company’s success. Their trusting partnership
shaped the culture of the company. With a strong will
and decisiveness and together with their managers and
employees, they made sure that porta flourished.

“We have become one big family, the porta family.
Nobody can make a success of a company on their own;
you need the support of motivated staff.”
Wilhelm Fahrenkamp

1 December 1965:
Company founded in
Porta WestfalicaBarkhausen

1965

1 January 1972:
porta becomes a
member of BEGROS

1970

1968:
Move into the
furniture retail trade:
the W. Fahrenkamp
furniture factory
distribution centre
becomes möbel markt
porta (MMP)

1 July 1976:
First branch
opening:
new store in
Hanover/
Altwarmbüchen

2 May 1974:
From furniture shop
to furniture and
furnishings megastore:
reopening following
extensive expansion
and additions to range
in Barkhausen

1982:
Reopening following
major fire in Porta
Westfalica-Barkhausen

1980
1978:
Reconstruction of
high-bay warehouse
in Porta WestfalicaVennebeck

1990:
porta acquires
Möbel Goebels
in the Cologne
area

1990

1982:
First Boss
Möbel store in
Hanover-Linden
1987:
More Boss Möbel
stores in Minden,
Hanover,
Oberhausen

1990/1991:
Boss Möbel
expands into
East Germany

“A lot has happened in the 50 years since the company began
and it has changed and grown in a way we would never have dreamed of.
With energy and vision, as well as with plenty of fun,
we have developed a group of companies, which today
stands on firm foundations.”
Hermann Gärtner

1993:
Construction of the
Logistics Centre East
in Sietzsch
Opening of first porta store
in former East Germany
(Wiedemar)

July 1999:
Acquisition of
Möbel Hausmann
Construction of the
Logistics Centre West
in Frechen

2000

1993:
Introduction of the
Andreas Gärtner
Foundation - helping
people with mental
disabilities

31 July 1997:
Opening of the first
portalino children’s club
in Cologne Porz-Lind

2011:
Expansion beyond
Germany: acquisition
of the ASKO Group with
stores in the Czech
Republic and Slovakia

2006:
Opening of the porta
store in Aachen;
a determining factor for
further modernisation

2003/2004:
Takeover by a
new generation:
Birgit Gärtner, Achim
Fahrenkamp and Kurt
Jox take over the
management of the
porta Group; Hermann
Gärtner joins the
Board of Directors

August 2007:
Discovery of
asbestos in the
original building;
after complete
renovation,
the building is
reopened a few
weeks later

2010

2016:
Construction of the
biggest porta store so
far in Berlin
Construction of the
fourth logistics centre
in Trebbin

2015:
50th anniversary of
the porta Group
Inauguration of
the new office
building in Porta
Westfalica-Vennebeck

2020

Training Versatility – Personal

Responsibility – Team Performance

More than 500 trainees and over 150 new apprenticeships created each year.
Twelve positions that can be taught on the job, from retail sales to visual
marketing design, from IT to real estate and including specialist furniture and
kitchen assembly.
The porta Group understands the importance of talent management, rewarding
good performance with a guaranteed position at the end of the training scheme,
opening up new career paths and knowing which qualifications pave the way
to achieving different targets. Especially in this day and age, it’s important for
young people to be selected for particular tasks and management work, and for
them to be given support and encouraged to stay loyal to the group. This is how
porta successfully covers its high demands for skilled workers.
So there are plenty of convincing reasons for taking up a trainee position
with the porta Group. This is where versatility, personal responsibility
and team performance really count. “We are constantly working towards
making training schemes at porta more up-to-date and attractive,” explains
Catrin Tieben, Staff Development Manager.

A great deal of choice and not
just when it comes to furniture –
trainee positions at the porta Group
• Retail sales staff
• Office managers
• IT systems integration specialists
• IT applications development specialists
• Real estate agents
• Marketing communications managers
• Draughtsmen/women
• Media designers
• Visual marketing designers
• Warehouse logistics specialists
• Furniture and kitchen assembly specialists
• System gastronomy specialists

“Porta encourages and promotes us trainees. We are really
included and taken seriously. That’s what drives us forward!”
Trainee at the porta Group

Employee training
• Extensive individual training for
each employee group/target group

The porta Group –
an attractive employer

provided by external experts and
an internal coaching expert in
management, purchasing, sales

• As a family company with a history

and logistics.

stretching back over 50 years and a large
property portfolio, the porta Group is a

• Supplier training sessions: selected

reliable and safe employer.
• The group offers great promotion

suppliers train our employees
in the key areas of product

prospects for committed young

lines, sales pitches and using

talents through opportunities for new

manufacturer-specific planning

qualifications.

software.

• The porta Group continues to expand
and to look towards the future.

Manager training – porta offers individual and rapid career
opportunities for talented young managers
• The porta talent programme: systematic training of internal employees
for management positions thanks to internal and external seminars and
practical experience in purchasing and logistics.
• Work-based study programmes financed by porta and targeted towards
management positions.

Social commitment
Running a company involves
sharing social responsibility

Social commitment is one of the group’s trademarks. With numerous charity
events in aid of social projects in their own regions, employees from all sales
channels are always coming up with ideas for collecting money for charity:
relay races and cycle rides, cake sales in winter, ice cream sales in summer and
much more besides. These are really effective team building activities, since
they involve everyone pulling together. Our employees are proud of the family
business they work for. Social commitment is about constant give and take
in the porta Group and the company also benefits, as these activities bring
everyone together.
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The Andreas Gärtner Foundation - helping people with mental disabilities
From personal experience, the Gärtner family know all about the challenges
faced by people with disabilities and their families. Hermann Gärtner was
just 25 years old when his son Andreas was born with the medical condition
Hydrocephalus.
Out of deep gratitude for being awarded the Order of Merit of the Federal
Republic of Germany for his voluntary work for the spastics support
association “Spastikerhilfe Bad Oeynhausen e. V., Hermann Gärtner set up
the Andreas Gärtner Foundation - helping people with mental disabilities in
1993, which he and his daughter Birgit Gärtner manage on a voluntary basis.
The Foundation provides fast and non-bureaucratic support for people with
mental disabilities and their relatives.
“From my father, I learned that running a company involves taking on social
responsibility,” says Birgit Gärtner. “He lived by this conviction – both in his
work at porta and at the foundation.” For Achim Fahrenkamp, it goes without
saying that his family should follow this affair of the heart: “Disabled people
belong to us and we belong to them.”
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porta’s vision
Passionate about people and furniture, porta creates rooms for living and
working. Focussing on its customers and employees, the company’s clear
objective is to remain an independent family-run company, as well as
to be a magnet for customers and a popular employer.

porta’s mission
1

The independent family-run business and its core set of values are a precious and remarkable
asset.

2

porta will not expand at any price, but always maintains a balance between expansion and
solid corporate development. This creates stability and security for the future.

3

The porta Group is a strong association of independent sales channels, real estate companies
and additional service providers in management, logistics, advertising, gastronomy and IT and
it all adds up to more than the sum of its parts: shared incentives, learning from each other and
joint actions strengthen our market position.

4

The alliance between owners, managers and employees is a guarantee of future-proof strategies.
With a feel for people, tradition, the here and now and the future, porta is constantly on the
search for clever brains and strong personalities to enhance this alliance.

5

porta consistently strives for added quality. Our customer service is holistic, professional and
high-performance.

6

Communication is a high priority. Everyone is familiar with our corporate objectives and plays
a part in implementing them.

7

Social commitment is part of porta’s self-image. Corporate responsibility and solidarity with
disadvantaged people are deeply rooted in the group and will continue to be important to us
in years to come.

Passionate about people and furniture, porta creates rooms for living and
working. Focussing on its customers and employees, the group’s clear
objective is to remain an independent family-run company, as well as to be
a magnet to customers and a popular employer.

porta Group
Bakenweg 16-20
32457 Porta Westfalica, Germany
Tel. +49 (0) 5731 6090
info@porta.de

www.porta.de

moebel-boss.de

moebel-hausmann.de

asko-nabytek.cz | asko-nabytok.sk

